
 
 

VOLKSWAGEN Auto Showroom
NURVIL for Targu Jiu Community 

Industry: 
Industrial 

End User: 
Nurvil - Volkswagen & Audi 
is one of  the Romanian companies that started a business in 
the South - West of the country, not only by simply raising a 
new building, but also developing a trustful relationship with 
the local community as base for long term activities. Nurvil is 
an authorised Volkswagen and Audi car dealer for Valcea and 
Gorj which are Romanian counties. Nurvil is also ISO 
9001:2000 certified by the TUV SUD Management Service 
GmbH Munich. 

Business Objective: 
As local dealer for Volkswagen and Audi, Nurvil implemented 
the "full service dealer" strategy by offering complete services 
for vehicles: selling, client counseling, repairing, part selling, 
special accessories, car tuning and many more. The main 
business can only be developed when all the safety systems 
are reliable and in best working condition. 

Solution: 
The Targu Jiu city location is the newest and the technically 
better equipped Nurvil building. It is also the third Nurvil 
building with auto showroom & service destination from south-
west Romania. The location is structured in multiple zones, 
with spaces for car service and maintenance activities, storage 
spaces, few offices for the Nurvil team and one big main lobby 
for car exposition. All the areas are unitary supervised through 
one single BOSCH fire detection system based on one 
FPA5000 panel with 2 adressable loops LSN 0300A which can 
be integrated at a superior level by a specialised building or 
security management software. 
The distributed loop devices consist of 109 pieces of 
addressable detectors 420 series, optical smoke and combined 
optical thermal types, 17 pieces of addressable manual call 
points 210 series and of course, few addressable INput and 
OUTput addressable loop modules used for smoke dampers 
and extinguishing controlling purposes. 
Zone alarming is conducted in two ways, first through 
addressable sounders of the series 401 LSN and second 
through the BOSCH PLENA voice evacuation system, using all 
the BOSCH dedicated system integration facilities. 
One of the main reasons for acquring the Fire & PA integrated 
system was the BOSCH security group availability to sell 
together a unitary solution, tested and "error free" certified. 

This is not the first Nurvil building equipped with Bosch 
systems, the company owns two other locations which benefit 
from BOSCH long-term system reliability, not only for fire 
detection but also for public address systems, detection 
intrusion systems and CCTV systems. The NURVIL general 
management team keeps BOSCH as his main safety and 
security systems supplier because of BOSCH systems 
efficiency. 

Result:
According to Nurvils General Management team demands, the 
Targu Jiu showroom building is equipped with the best Bosch 
technology available for fire detection and public address. 
Nurvil benefits from the FPA5000 and PLENA integration 
components because the BOSCH safety systems work together 
to keep away unpleasant false alarms and also assure a safe 
and pleasant work environment, both for the Nurvil employees 
and clients. The team also acquired many diploma and awards, 
for example from Romanian Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry year by year, or European trophy "Volkswagen Service 
Quality Award" in 2008. 

Installed by: 
ROMSECURITY S.R.L. 
12 Margaritarului street, 
Otopeni - Bucharest   
075100 Romania 

Robert Bosch S.R.L.
30 - 34 Horia Macelariu 
Bucharest 013937 
(004) 0214057500 
www.boschsecurity.ro
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